The 212A variant of the APJ receptor gene for the endogenous inotrope apelin is associated with slower heart failure progression in idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy.
Idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy (IDC) has multiple genetic and acquired causes. Apelin is an endogenous peptide that increases cardiac inotropism through his APJ receptor. No data are available concerning the APJ gene mutations responsible for IDC or on the role of APJ receptor gene variants in predicting heart failure (HF) progression. We prospectively evaluated 202 consecutive patients with IDC and 202 matched controls: 90 were screened for APJ gene mutations and all 202 were genotyped for G212A and A445C APJ receptor polymorphisms. No mutations were found within the coding or untranslated regions of the APJ receptor, and no differences in allelic or genotype frequencies were observed comparing patients with a healthy control population. The correlations between APJ receptor polymorphisms and HF progression were assessed. During a median follow-up of 37 months, 35 patients experienced HF progression. Univariate analysis showed that patients carrying at least 1 copy of 212A had a significantly lower risk for HF-related events than those who were homozygous for the G212 variant, and multivariate analysis confirmed that it was significantly related to a more favorable prognosis. APJ is unlikely to be a gene causing IDC, but the independent correlation between the 212A allele and a better prognosis suggests that it might act as a modifier gene.